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Here we go again… Currency wars anybody?
Renminbi’s worst month ever sparks US-China currency war fears
Financial Times, 2nd July 2018

CNY, the Chinese currency, suffered its largest monthly fall against the USD in June this year, falling 3.3%. For
some this sparked concern that Beijing might use devaluation as a weapon in the escalating trade war with the
US. Although this may happen, currently that thought is premature, but the US-China Trade skirmishes could well
lead to a global trade war and nothing will be off the table.
During 2005-2014 China systematically intervened to weaken Renminbi. But reversed that policy. In 2016 Trump
revived those accusations of currency manipulation, even though China had a policy of a stronger CNY to prevent
capital flight, not for the first time Trump was out of sync with most of the intelligent world. The recent move in
June looks like market forces. The trade wars influencing movement heavily with the Shanghai composite down
8% in June and signs of an economic slowdown weakening the CNY.
Former Deputy Assistant US Secretary said, “For now, it’s
relatively easy to explain the CNY move in the context of China’s
effort to manage its currency against its basket”.
But if the central bank allows this to continue with no attempt
to influence; then accusations of a tactical depreciation of the
CNY, even if by simply taking no action, will grow and grow. It’s
not really in China’s interest to allow devaluation of the
Renminbi because of the effects domestically of capital flight
and resultant real tightening of rates and its effect on credit
stress at a time it can’t afford it.
For Intuition blended learning related to this article, some of our popular workshops include:
• FX as an Investible Asset Class in the FinTech Era
• Exotic FX Products – Features & Risks
• Advanced Technical Analysis with Behavioral Finance - Identify Low Risk & High Reward Trading
Strategies
The Intuition Know-How Library consists several tutorials related to this article:
Foreign Exchange
• The Foreign Exchange Business
• FX Spot Market - An Introduction
• FX Spot Market - Trading
• FX Forward Market - An Introduction
• FX Forward Market - Calculating
Swap/Forward Points & Cross Rates
• FX Forward Market - Uses of Outrights
& FX Swaps
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•
•

FX Forward Market - Short-Dated Outrights & FX
Swaps
FX Forward Market - Cross-Currency Borrowing &
Investing
FX Forward Market - FX Swap Trading
FX Forward Market - Non-Deliverable Forwards (NDFs)
Foreign Exchange - Factors Influencing Exchange Rates
Scenario - Using FX Swaps & Outrights for Cash Flow
Management

The topics covered in Intuition Asia Perspectives are current developments or topics currently in the market.
Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning solutions, both eLearning and Instructor-led courses. These can also be
blended in a program to provide the most effective form of learning. These workshops can be structured as lunch
& learns, webinars or full day deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their workforce updated with the latest
developments in the market and complete their mandatory CPD learning hours. Get in touch with your Intuition
account manager at asiainfo@intuition.com for more details.
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